Intraday Insight into Short Selling Activity

Stock exchanges often only offer short interest data with many days’ lag or restricted to the largest positions, leaving investors in the dark regarding daily short selling activity.

Shed some light with FIS® Short-Side Market Data. Short-Side Market Data delivers intraday short interest insight on equity and bond markets to all fund types and strategies seeking additional alpha for their investment programs.

Historical data covering more than 53,000 equities and bonds across all active jurisdictions globally supports model development and back testing, helping you gauge changes in investor sentiment toward potential future price movements.

MAKE MORE INFORMED TRADING DECISIONS

Our intraday data is backed by more than 15 years of history and billions of transactions, giving you the most accurate information available to help you make better trading decisions.

IDENTIFY NEW OPPORTUNITIES

Gauge potential trading costs for short sales, track fees paid to borrow stock and use borrowing fees to identify hard-to-borrow issues.

PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS

Manage your risk and protect against possible short squeezes by monitoring changes in borrowed shares. Then be one of the first to cover a short before an identified impending squeeze.
GET FASTER INSIGHTS
Get instant access to security-specific information regarding yesterday’s loans and borrows for crucial pre- and post-trade analysis and split-second decision-making.

ACCESS WHAT’S IMPORTANT TO YOU – HOW YOU WANT IT
Define your own portfolios and customize the data displayed to track multiple securities on one page. In addition, Short-Side Market Data delivers the data as an API, data files, web application or Excel add-in.

MANAGE THE FUTURE BY UNDERSTANDING THE PAST
Create customized interactive charts to forecast what may come, drawing on 15 years of historical data for individual securities.

IDENTIFY OPPORTUNITIES AND HOT STOCKS
Easily find securities that are of interest and match your own parameters. Save your searches and get daily email reminders. And search for emerging opportunities by security, region or event and measure activity by changes in borrow costs or market utilization – spotting short squeezes.

Get an edge for your trading strategy.
GETINFO@FISGLOBAL.COM

53,000 securities globally
15 years of historical data
3M data items served weekly